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Abstract. Mapping algorithms in an efficient way to the target hardware poses a
challenge for algorithm designers. This is particular true for heterogeneous sys-
tems hosting accelerators like graphics cards. While algorithm developers have
profound knowledge of the application domain, they often lack detailed insight
into the underlying hardware of accelerators in order to exploit the provided pro-
cessing power. Therefore, this paper introduces a rule-based, domain-specific op-
timization engine for generating the most appropriate code variant for different
Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) accelerators. The optimization engine relies on
knowledge fused from the application domain and the target architecture. The
optimization engine is embedded into a framework that allows to design imaging
algorithms in a Domain-Specific Language (DSL). We show that this allows to
have one common description of an algorithm in the DSL and select the opti-
mal target code variant for different GPU accelerators and target languages like
CUDA and OpenCL.

1 Introduction

Computer systems are increasingly heterogeneous, as many important computational
tasks, such as multimedia processing, can be accelerated by special-purpose proces-
sors that outperform general-purpose processors by one or two orders of magnitude,
importantly, in terms of energy efficiency as well as in terms of execution speed.

Until recently, every accelerator vendor provided its own Application Programming
Interface (API), typically based on the C language. For example, NVIDIA’s API, called
CUDA, targets systems accelerated with GPUs. Ryoo et al. [9] highlight the complexity
of CUDA programming, in particular, the need for exploring thoroughly the space of
possible implementations and configuration options. OpenCL, a new industry-backed
standard API that inherits many traits from CUDA, aims to provide software portability
across heterogeneous systems: correct OpenCL programs will run on any standard-
compliant implementation. OpenCL per se, however, does not address the problem of
performance portability; that is, OpenCL code optimized for one accelerator device
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may perform dismally on another, since performance may significantly depend on low-
level details, such as data layout and iteration space mapping [3].

To solve this problem, we focus on code generation and customization for GPU ac-
celerators from the same code base in this paper. The support of heterogeneous systems
with GPU accelerators from possibly different vendors is crucial. There are many ways
to customize a program. Commonly, a program uses command-line parameters, condi-
tional compilation, or aspect-oriented programming [2]. An alternative is product-line
engineering, where tailored software variants are generated based on the specification
as stated by the user or programmer [8].

This paper introduces a rule-based, domain-specific and target-specific optimization
engine that generates the most appropriate software variant for a given algorithm de-
scription in a DSL for the desired target GPU accelerator. While we have previously
shown that we can generate target code for CUDA and OpenCL using the Heteroge-
neous Image Processing Acceleration (HIPAcc) framework that leverages different ar-
chitectural features (such as memory alignment, locality, unrolling, or tiling) [6,7], there
is still the question how to select the most appropriate code variant for a given input
algorithm on a particular target platform? The proposed optimization engine builds on
software product-line technology, separating the user-visible features (described in the
DSL) from the implementation artifacts (generated by a source-to-source compiler).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the features
supported by the HIPAcc framework to design image processing algorithms. The dif-
ferent software variants due to variety in mapping features to different target hardware
as well as due to diversity in optimization possibilities are described in Section 3. The
following Section 4 describes the domain-specific and target-specific artifact selection
provided by HIPAcc and evaluates the proposed rule-based optimization engine. Finally,
the paper is concluded in Section 5.

2 Domain-Specific Features in Medical Image Processing

In this section, domain-specific features from the considered domain of medical imag-
ing are presented, showing the variability of applications designed by the programmer.
Thereby, a feature specifies a end-user visible characteristic of a system [8]. Based on
the features selected by the programmer, different variants of image processing kernels
can be generated.

We have identified and implemented domain-specific features in the HIPAcc frame-
work in a DSL. From this description, the HIPAcc framework generates low-level, opti-
mized CUDA and OpenCL target code for execution on GPU accelerators as depicted
in Fig. 1. It was shown that efficient code can be generated for features captured in the
DSL [6,7]. In addition to the CUDA and OpenCL back ends for GPU accelerators, also
back ends for host systems are provided—mainly for debugging or as fall-back (that is,
no thorough optimizations are applied within these back ends).

The HIPAcc framework supports features that describe the desired behavior of the
application. This includes a) an Image, representing the data storage for image pixels
(e. g., represented as integer number or floating point number), b) an Iteration Space,
defining a rectangular region of interest in the output Image. Each pixel within this
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Fig. 1. HIPAcc framework: efficient low-level code generation based on a DSL. Optimizations
and transformations are applied according to the target hardware and domain knowledge.

region is generated by c) an Operator. There exist three types of operators, Point Oper-
ators, Local Operators, and Global Operators. To read from an Image, d) an Accessor
is required, defining how and which pixels are seen within the Operator. Similar to
an Iteration Space, the Accessor defines the pixels that are read by the Operator. At
least these features are required to design an image processing kernel. In addition, fur-
ther features are available, for example, a Mask can store the filter mask constants for
a Local Operator or a Convolution—a special instance of the Local Operator. Since
Local Operators read neighboring pixels, out-of-bounds memory accesses occur and a
Boundary Condition is required to define how to handle them: this includes to return a
constant value, to update the index such that either the index is clamped at the border
or the image is virtually repeated or mirrored at the border. Also not to care for out-
of-bounds memory accesses is a valid option—resulting in an undefined behavior. In
case images of different resolution are used within an Operator, each output pixel in
the Iteration Space is mapped to a corresponding pixel in each input image. Consider
downscaling an image by a factor of two in each dimension: only one out of four pix-
els would contribute to the output image when the Iteration Space is mapped (scaled)
to the input image. Therefore, Interpolation can be defined for an Accessor, such that
the neighboring pixels of the mapped iteration point define the pixel according to an
algorithm. Supported are interpolation using nearest neighbor, linear filtering, bicubic
filtering, and Lanczos filtering.

Fig. 2 shows all domain-specific features supported by the HIPAcc framework. The
programmer can select any combination of these features to define all possible kinds
of image processing algorithms: varying number of input images, different operators,
processing of only a part of the input or output image, defining boundary conditions or
interpolations, etc.
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3 Domain-Specific and Target-Specific Variant Selection

While the previous section introduced the domain-specific features that can be used by
the programmer, the implementation possibilities are shown here. Each implementation
is a (reusable) artifact of a feature and defines how a feature is realized in the target lan-
guage [8]. That is, each optimization that is applied when a feature gets implemented,
results in a new software variant.

In the proposed rule-based optimization engine artifacts are automatically generated
by a source-to-source compiler, transforming and translating the intermediate represen-
tation of the algorithm described in the DSL, before target code is emitted by one of
the back ends. The optimization engine differentiates between a) domain-specific ar-
tifacts and b) target-specific artifacts. While the first category implements a feature,
the second class realizes a feature in an efficient way by providing a target-specific
implementation. Fig. 3 shows all artifacts supported by the HIPAcc framework.

Fig. 2. Supported domain-specific features for image processing

Fig. 3. Supported artifacts and optimizations for image processing

3.1 Domain-Specific Artifacts

The domain-specific artifacts implement features that are implied by their specification.
These include the offset and crop of an Accessor or Iteration Space, which are consid-
ered when the index is calculated to access pixels. Similar, a Boundary Condition is
realized by adding conditionals that check if the image is accessed out-of-bounds and
Interpolation by returning the interpolated pixel value after mapping the iteration point
to the region of interest.
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Table 1. Domain-specific artifacts/optimizations for image processing kernels

DSL-Feature Artifact/Optimization

Image Linear memory layout
Mask Upload constants
Convolution Mask Propagate constants & unroll loops
Boundary Condition Split loops/iteration space

In addition, target-independent artifacts are selected that optimize the performance
of the generated target code, but do not change the characteristic of the application.
Table 1 lists these features and the selected artifacts by our optimization engine. These
are: for an Image, linear memory layout is preferred over array memory due to less
overhead. The constants of a filter mask are uploaded at run-time and not stored to a
statically initialized array on the device if used within a local operator. If the filter mask
is part of a convolution, the convolution is unrolled and the filter mask constants are
propagated. For boundary handling, different code variants of the kernel are generated
(loop splitting). Each variant includes only conditionals for the top-left, top, top-right,
etc. image border. For the vast majority of pixels a code variant without boundary han-
dling is used. At run-time the appropriate code variant is selected by each compute unit
on the GPU.

For instance, uCLbench [10] shows that kernels using statically allocated local mem-
ory are faster than the same kernels using dynamically allocated local memory. We en-
countered the opposite behavior when reading data from constant memory: in case the
constant memory is stored to statically allocated device memory, execution takes longer
compared to uploading the constants at run-time. What happens here is that in the for-
mer case the run-time system uploads the constants at execution time before the kernel
is started. In the latter case, the constants can be uploaded during execution of another
kernel or during initialization. That way, the upload can be hidden and this artifact is
consequently selected by the proposed optimization engine.

3.2 Target-Specific Artifacts

The second category is more interesting and allows to generate applications tailored for
heterogeneous architectures: target-specific code is generated based on domain knowl-
edge and an architecture model. Here, the artifacts are selected according to a rule-
based, target-specific optimization engine that selects the most appropriate artifact for
a given target platform due to superior performance of the code variant or due to the use
of instructions supported only by some target platforms. The target-specific artifacts are
as follows:

– Image: a) the amount of padding, or the best alignment for the first pixel in each
line; b) the use of texture memory or local memory such that for example pixels
loaded by thread i can be reused by neighboring threads i−1 and i+1. The decision
for this locality support depends in turn on a feature (i. e., the presence of a local
operator).
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– Global Operator: global barriers are not supported by all target devices.
– Iteration Space: a) the loop unrolling factor (changing the iteration space), that is,

how many output pixels are calculated by one thread. Again, this factor depends
also on other features (i. e., which operator do we generate code for?); b) the tiling
of the iteration space: how many pixels are assigned to one compute unit; and c)
whether vectorization 1 should be enabled for code generation (which changes also
the iteration space).

4 Evaluation and Discussion

In this section, the selection of target-specific artifacts and optimizations is evaluated.
The decision what optimization should be applied for what target (hardware and back
end) is based on a) our previous results [6, 7], b) micro-benchmarks available online
for CUDA [11] and OpenCL [10], and c) our own micro-benchmarks for typical kernel
candidates from the medical domain. Our previous results show that a multitude of dif-
ferent software variants (with varying performance) can be generated using the HIPAcc

framework. Good variants have a competitive performance (OpenCV, RapidMind, and
manual implementations) and are used to create the rules for the proposed optimization
engine.

4.1 Evaluation

All (micro-)benchmarks have been executed on four GPU architectures, representing
the two most recent GPU architectures from AMD and NVIDIA. Fig. 4 shows exem-
plarily the influence of exploiting locality (texture memory and local memory) for the
Gaussian image filter (implemented as a local operator) for different filter window sizes.
The results give several interesting insights: using texture memory yields the best re-
sults for CUDA on both cards from NVIDIA, once in combination with local memory
(Fermi) and once without local memory support (Tesla). However, using texture mem-
ory for OpenCL is slower compared to reading directly from global memory. This can
be attributed to the fact that CUDA supports linear texture memory while OpenCL pro-
vides only texture arrays. Linear texture memory is faster for the access pattern of local
operators and was, hence, used in the CUDA back end. It is surprising that using tex-
ture memory in combination with local memory is still faster on the Fermi card (Tesla
C2050), since Fermi introduced L2 caches that should make textures obsolete. On the
cards from AMD (OpenCL) we see also the influence of the filter window size: for small
filter sizes, texture memory and global memory provide the best performance. Only for
big filter sizes (> 17 on the Radeon HD 5870 and > 21 on the Radeon HD 6970), the
benefit of local memory is noticeable and results in faster execution. Here, the optimal
implementation can be selected depending on the problem size (i. e., the filter window
size).

Table 2 summarizes the target-specific artifacts and optimizations that are part of
our rule-based optimization engine. Just to emphasize two artifacts: first, the unroll

1 Vectorization is not yet supported by the framework.
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(a) Quadro FX 5800, CUDA.
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(b) Quadro FX 5800, OpenCL.
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(c) Tesla C2050, CUDA.
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(d) Tesla C2050, OpenCL.
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(e) Radeon HD 5870, OpenCL.
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(f) Radeon HD 6970, OpenCL.

Fig. 4. Execution time of Gaussian image filter for different filter sizes, using different code vari-
ants to exploit locality (texture memory and local memory) for the CUDA and OpenCL back ends
in ms for an image of 4096×4096 pixels. The configuration for all cards was 32×4 threads, only
for the Tesla C2050 a configuration of 32×8 threads was used. No unrolling was applied.

factor for the iteration space improves performance across all GPUs, but with different
parameters—depending on the kernel characteristics (point, local, or global operator).
For example, on the Tesla C2050, performance drops on local operators when loop
unrolling is applied, but improves by more than 20 % when applied for local operators.
For global operators, the performance improves significantly when unrolling by a factor
of 15 or 17, but drops again by 10 % for an unroll factor of 16. Second, target-specific
instructions like the global barrier __threadfence(), which is only supported when
generating CUDA code on the Tesla C2050, are utilized.
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Table 2. Target-specific artifacts/optimizations for the Evergreen, Northern Islands, Tesla, and
Fermi GPU architectures for the CUDA/OpenCL back ends

Evergreen Northern Islands Tesla Fermi

Radeon Radeon Quadro Tesla
HD 5870 HD 6970 FX 5800 C2050

Alignment (bytes) 1024 256 256 256
Vectorization† on on off off

Tiling‡ heuristic heuristic heuristic heuristic

Point Operators

Unroll factor 4 4 8/8 1/1
Texture memory off off off off
Local memory off off off off

Local Operators

Unroll factor 1 1 16/2 8/32
Texture memory on on on/off on/off
Local memory off off off on

Global Operators

Unroll factor 32 32 31/31 15/15
Texture memory off off off off
Local memory on on on on
Local barrier on on on on
Global barrier off off off on/off

† Vectorization is not yet implemented, however, it can be anticipated that AMD’s VLIW4/5
architectures benefit from vectorization.

‡ See [7] for details.

4.2 Discussion

To generate rules for the expert system—to decide which code variant to generate—
variant exploration is supported by the HIPAcc framework. Invoking the source-to-
source compiler, the internal expert system decides what code variant to use. However,
the compiler allows also to set artifacts manually using compiler switches. For exam-
ple, the user can specify that local memory or texture memory should be turned on or
off. Similar, the amount of padding or the unroll factor can be set by the user. This
allows easy exploration of features for future architectures. In addition, the source-to-
source compiler can generate code for exploring tiling of the generated kernels using
the --explore-config compiler switch. The generated code includes macro-based
code snippets for features that depend on tiling (statically allocated local memory and
the block size). When executed, the run-time system compiles those variants using just-
in-time compilation for both CUDA and OpenCL. Together with the --time-kernels
compiler flag, which takes ten runs into account to determine the execution time, this
allows to generate the required expert knowledge for new architectures and to validate
the used heuristics.
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Looking at the supported artifacts and optimizations in Fig. 3, it is clear that the
created variant-space that can be generated explodes and it is often even not clear what
artifact yields the best performance. Consider only the different possibilities for storing
and reading pixels, which are not specified by any feature and can be chosen by the
optimization engine: any combination of a) linear memory layout or array memory
layout, b) padding, and c) global memory or texture memory, and d) local memory can
be selected. This results in 16 variants (assuming that the amount of padding is known)
just for how data is stored and accessed—not considering the combinations when offset,
crop, interpolation, or boundary handling is required. This are the variants for one single
image, but this can be different for each image, resulting in n ·16 variants for n images.
For optimizations with a parameter such as unrolling or padding, each valid value for
the parameter (e. g., unroll factor ∈ 2, ...,height) results in another variant. Even worse,
different GPU accelerators require different optimizations, adding another dimension
to the optimization space. Exploring these variants by hand is not feasible. Therefore,
the proposed rule-based optimization engine helps to manage the explosion of code
variants for GPU accelerators.

4.3 Related Work

Tuning code to a particular architecture is found in many software frameworks. Com-
pilers create optimized code for a target Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) and ap-
ply transformations tuned for the target architecture. More specialized approaches use
model-based optimizations, auto-tuning, or machine learning to select the most appro-
priate code variant for a particular platform. In machine learning [4], the run-time sys-
tem explores different software variants at run-time (e. g., when the system is idle) in
order to use that information for future execution on the platform. Since our target sys-
tems perform time-critical applications, machine learning is no option. In auto-tuning,
different variants are explored at installation-time to determine the best tile size, loop
unroll factor etc. Therefore, templates are instantiated and evaluated for a particular
problem like Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms (BLAS). An examples for this ap-
proach is ATLAS [1] where the compute intensive algorithms are tuned for the target
platform. Similar, it was shown that General Matrix Multiply (GEMM) can be tuned
efficiently for GPU accelerators using auto-tuning based on templates [5]. However,
Yotov et al. showed that using model-driven optimizations, near-optimal values for the
optimization parameters can be selected within ATLAS [12].

In this paper, we focus similar to Yotov et al. on a rule-based optimization engine to
generate target-specific code variants that can be used for heterogeneous systems. The
optimization engine decides based on an expert system what code variant to generate.
Moreover, the expert system used in our approach is built upon domain-knowledge
and an architecture model for the target architecture, fusing application-, domain-, and
architecture-knowledge.The rules for the expert system are based on micro-benchmarks
for different typical kernel candidates in the considered domain.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a rule-based, domain-specific optimization engine, for
generating the most appropriate code variant for different GPU accelerators.
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The optimization engine does not only rely on knowledge of the target accelerator in
order to decide what code variant to use. Instead, it fuses domain- and architecture
knowledge, which allows to select the optimal code variant not only with respect to the
target accelerator, but also to the algorithm description in the DSL. All transformations
and optimizations are transparent to the programmer and are performed on the basis of
the same DSL description. It was shown that using the proposed optimization engine,
CUDA and OpenCL software variants can be generated with competitive performance
compared to the GPU back end of the widely used image processing library OpenCV,
RapidMind, or even hand-tuned implementations.

The presented domain-specific optimization engine has been imple-
mented in the HIPAcc framework, which is available as open-source under
https://sourceforge.net/projects/hipacc.
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